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Background: In two phase III vaccine trials immunisation of women previously uninfected by herpes simplex virus provided protection against genital herpes disease. In deciding policy, an evaluation of the epidemiological impact of the partial protection provided by the vaccine should be considered.

Methods: A sex and sexual activity stratified deterministic differential and partial differential equation model of the natural history of herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2) and the impact of vaccination is developed and analysed. To explore the role of vaccination, the pattern of viral shedding and the transmission of infection during sexual acts within sexual partnerships are described.

Results: Using literature derived estimates of parameter values and assuming efficacy in only 40% of women the impact of the vaccine depends on assumptions made about its action. The vaccine has a limited impact if it only prevents disease but a more substantial impact if it reduces asymptomatic viral shedding, which it could do indirectly by preventing infection or directly by modifying the biology of the infection.

Concern over the implications of a vaccine that prevents disease but has no impact on viral shedding was addressed in a worst case scenario. Here there is a modest increase in the incidence of infection in both men and women but an increase in disease prevalence in men alone, since the virus directly protects some women from disease.

Conclusions: Results suggest that a herpes vaccine should be used universally and that a vaccine that only protects HSV-1—/2— women can paradoxically have a significant epidemiological impact, the scale of which depends upon changes in patterns of viral shedding.
partner pool infected. Such a framework is common to many models of the epidemiology of sexually transmitted diseases. Additionally, the likelihood of infection is dependent on the number of unprotected sex acts per year within partnerships where virus is being shed. The distribution of the population into sexual activity groups, defined according to rates of sexual partner change, and the frequency of sex acts of a partnership from a similar or lower activity group is illustrated in figure 1C. A binomial model is used to calculate the per partnership transmission probability based upon a risk per unprotected act during which virus is being shed (fig 1D). The number of such acts depends upon the fraction of time partners are shedding virus and the number of unprotected acts per partner. Those with many sex partners are assumed to have fewer acts per partner. Transmission probabilities generating the observed US prevalence were used. This model structure allows alterations in the frequency of disease recurrences and asymptomatic shedding episodes caused by vaccination to influence transmission.

The vaccine trial results are consistent with a number of interpretations. It is not discernable whether the vaccine offers partial protection from infection or disease in all HSV-1/-2- women or full protection in a fraction, except in as much as the end point was any disease as opposed to a reduced incidence of disease. For simplicity we assume that a fraction of the population is protected from all challenges and a further fraction from all disease events. The two combine to provide the observed efficacy of protection from disease. We make a number of different assumptions about the impact of the vaccine on the relation between infection, disease, and shedding of virus:

- Disease alone is prevented (that is, symptomatic viral shedding is replaced by asymptomatic shedding). Because disease symptoms are assumed to decrease the likelihood of sex then the risks of transmission increase.
- Disease episodes are prevented and the viral shedding that accompanies symptoms is no longer present, but asymptomatic episodes occur at the original rate.
- Prevention of disease is synonymous with prevention of viral shedding and all episodes of viral shedding are prevented, but infection is not prevented.
- The vaccine prevents infection but has no impact on disease or viral shedding in those infected. It should be noted that the 95% confidence intervals for the efficacy of the vaccine in preventing infection include the estimate of efficacy in protection against disease.
- The vaccine prevents infection in some and disease and the viral shedding that accompanies symptoms in others.
- The vaccine prevents infection in some, and disease and asymptomatic viral shedding in those who acquire infection but do not suffer disease.
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**Figure 1** The natural history of herpes and patterns of risk behaviour represented in the model. (A) Possible states with respect to infection and disease and the rates of flow between these categories. (B) The four functions explored for the mean rate of recurrent episodes as a function of time since infection. (C) Distribution of the population with respect to rates of sexual partner change and number of sexual acts per partner. Values are derived from reported behaviour in a random sample of the US population and patients with gonorrhoea in sexually transmitted disease clinics. (D) The relation between the number of unprotected sex acts where virus is shed and the transmission probability per partnership of HSV-2.
All of the above assumptions are consistent with the results of the trial.

It is assumed that vaccine uptake increases linearly over the first 5 years to a maximum coverage of 50% of those commencing sexual activity, and 5% per year of those remaining. Over the lifetime of those at risk this will lead to a high fraction receiving vaccine at some stage during their life (after a years of sexual activity $0.5 + 0.5(1 - e^{-0.05a})$ of each cohort will have received vaccine). Except where explicitly stated, vaccine is assumed to only work in HSV-1−/− women. A high HSV-1 seroprevalence of 60% is assumed in line with studies of 15 and 16 year olds in the US population.\(^1\)

**RESULTS**

When vaccination perturbs the system, transient behaviour occurs over a time scale commensurate with the extremely long duration of infection (fig 2). In this best case scenario, the vaccine is assumed to cause a 42% reduction in the risk of infection and a further reduction in the risk of disease and asymptomatic viral shedding so that overall the reduced risk of disease is 73%. There is a gradual monotonic decline in the prevalence of infection (fig 2A), as those already infected leave the population, following on from a reduced incidence of new infections. This decline in the incidence of infection is more rapid, but still takes 20 or so years to be fully realised (fig 2B). Susceptible numbers slowly build up, leading to a slight rebound in incidence, before the system settles at a new equilibrium. Reductions in the prevalence of disease are associated with reductions in prevalence of infection, but correlate best with the reduction in incidence since primary disease, the most frequent recurrences, and the greatest risk of neonatal infection are all associated with incident infection (fig 2C).

The impact of a vaccine across the population depends upon its properties. Figure 3 shows the incidence of infections and the prevalence of disease for men and women. When the vaccine prevents disease and the viral shedding associated with disease, but does not prevent infection or asymptomatic viral shedding, then the only marked impact is a reduction in disease in women, the direct action of the vaccine. When the vaccine reduces the risk of infection by 42.6% in HSV-1−/− women alone, it causes a reduction in the incidence of infection and disease. The impact on infection and disease in the unvaccinated male population is of a similar order of magnitude, demonstrating the importance of indirect as well as direct effects of vaccine programmes. If a further reduction in disease and all viral shedding is added to the reduction in susceptibility, it has pronounced additional benefits on the incidence of infection and disease in both men and women.

The percentage reductions in the prevalence of disease and incidence of infection in men and women after 25 years of full vaccine uptake are presented in figure 4. The worst case scenario is a vaccine that prevents disease but not viral shedding and hence increases infections in the population (assuming no protection from infection), leads to a slight increase in the incidence of infection (of less than 5%) in men and women, and a slight increase in disease prevalence in men. In women the increase in infection is outweighed by the reduction in the risk of disease. A vaccine that reduces disease and asymptomatic viral shedding in women leads to greater reductions in disease among women than men, but infection is reduced more in men than women; whereas a vaccine that protects only against infection in women reduces infection more in women than men. When the two kinds of protection are combined the reduction in disease is always greater in women, but the impact on infection in the two sexes is balanced.

There are potential cost savings in STD control from targeting measures at those most likely to acquire and transmit infection. However, reaching those with the highest risk of acquiring and transmitting infection may be difficult, since such individuals may have lifestyles that put them out of the reach of vaccination programmes. We explored targeting with the sexual activity group as a marker of risk (fig 5A). Those with the most sex partners were assumed to have the “highest risk.” Our results indicate that this is not the appropriate measure of risk of acquiring and transmitting infection. A combination of the number of sex partners and the number of sex acts would be more appropriate. To have a pronounced impact the bulk of the population who have
“moderate” turnover in sex partners have to be vaccinated. This is different from what might be expected for bacterial STIs where targeting can be beneficial because they have a shorter duration and higher per act transmission probability. Targeting to those with many sex partners forgoes most of the benefits of vaccination. Likewise, missing those with the...
highest number of partners does not greatly undermine the success of the vaccination programme.

The impact of restricting vaccination to HSV-1–/2– women is illustrated in figure 5B, where, assuming the same efficacy, the limited use of vaccine is compared with vaccines used in all women and in all men and women. A single sex vaccine is almost as successful as a vaccine used in both sexes.

**DISCUSSION**

This modelling exercise indicates that a vaccine only protecting HSV-1–/2– women can have a substantial impact on genital herpes epidemiology. Indeed, the vaccine could more than offset the disturbing increase in the prevalence of HSV-2 infection observed between rounds of the NHANES survey of herpes virus prevalence.\(^1\)\(^7\) What explains this result? A vaccine that reduces the risk of infection moves susceptible people into an immune class decreasing the effective reproductive number, which in a homogeneous population would be expected to cause a linear decrease in the endemic prevalence of infection. Alternatively, when a vaccine reduces transmissibility it reduces the basic reproductive number where the decline increases as the value of the basic reproductive number approaches one.\(^1\)\(^7\) The declines predicted to follow a reduction in susceptibility or a reduction in transmissibility, suggest that the basic reproductive number of HSV-2 is low. An endemic prevalence of HSV-2 of 25% would be consistent with a reproductive number of 1.5 in a homogeneous population (based on the relation: prevalence = 1 – (1/R0)).\(^1\)\(^7\) Normally for STDs heterogeneity in risk of acquisition and transmission allows infection to saturate in a high activity section of the population, so that a small fraction of the population has a high reproductive number and the bulk of the population has a very low reproductive number. Genital herpes risk is probably less heterogeneous, where a large fraction of the population has a moderate risk through a few sex partners with many sex acts per partner. With a widespread but low reproductive potential, small alterations in susceptibility or transmissibility for HSV-2 are translated into significant changes in incidence. This distribution of risk also explains the results of targeted vaccine use. Most of the impact of the vaccine results from protection of the large proportion of the population with a few sexual partners rather than those with very many sexual partners but few acts per partner. If an HSV-2 vaccine is to be used it should be used almost universally.

An important, if commonsense, conclusion is that protection of one sex (that is, women) from infection with a sexually transmitted disease also protects the other sex (that is, men) from heterosexual transmission. This would of course not extend to protecting men who have sex with men. The failure of the vaccine to protect HSV-1+/+2– women is more significant than its failure to protect men. We assume a high HSV-1 prevalence in those vaccinated, which would be reduced with an earlier age of vaccination. Previous HSV-1 infection was assumed to ameliorate HSV-2 associated disease, but not alter the risk of acquiring HSV-2 infection or asymptomatic viral shedding. Either of these effects would increase the importance of those who are HSV-1 uninfected in the epidemiology of HSV-2 and enhance the impact of the vaccine.

The model results are dominated by the assumptions about the importance of asymptomatic shedding of virus in HSV-2 transmission. The fact that a vaccine which reduces disease but increases transmission is unlikely to increase the net burden of disease stems from the pre-existing dominance of asymptomatic viral shedding. However, this assumption also reduces the epidemiological impact of preventing viral shedding during episodes of disease. Current observations suggest that HSV-2 transmission is dominated by asymptomatic viral shedding.\(^1\)\(^8\)\(^1\)\(^9\) Hence, the impact of vaccination on asymptomatic viral shedding, either through preventing infection altogether or altering the course of infections, should be key to its public health function.

The perverse outcome of an increase in transmission is only found if we assume that those with disease reduce the frequency of unprotected sexual acts. The behaviour of the population in the vaccine trial\(^2\) suggests that even when aware of infection and counselled to reduce risk behaviours this effect is not strong. Hence we may have erred on the side of caution in our analysis. However, if disease prompts healthcare seeking behaviour and there is a policy of use of antivirals to suppress viral shedding\(^2\) then reductions in disease caused by vaccination could undermine such interventions but to have a major impact such interventions should screen for asymptomatic infections.\(^2\) In developing vaccination policy it will be important to consider the interactions between different interventions and to maximise any potential synergies.

To explore the cost effectiveness and cost benefits to be derived from the vaccine the model presented here requires further developments. Our results are based on a limited exploration of the behavioural and biological parameter space rather than a full sensitivity analysis. Such an analysis is required of future work with more tractable simpler models. The major adverse consequences of genital herpes are the risk of neonatal infection and the increased susceptibility and transmissibility of HIV. The decline in HSV-2 incidence achieved by the vaccine in this model provides some indication of what could be achieved in reducing neonatal herpes and HIV incidence, but a closer focus on the patterns of the
the impact of previous HSV-1 infection on the risk of HSV-2 infection is an important mediator of the vaccine’s action

different diseases will be necessary in future research. A key development will be the introduction of age structure. This will allow the dynamics of HSV-1 to be incorporated along with age specific fertility rate in order to calculate the impact of the vaccine on neonatal herpes. Further models should also include the concomitant spread of HSV-2 and HIV.
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